Activities of Equal Opportunity Center from (1 -31 August 2013)

Done by Prof. Dr. Jehan Ragab (Project Coordinator)

1- Meeting was done with every vice Dean for social services and environmental affairs from every faculty (13 faculty) in SVU for arrangement to girls day & discuss all the activities which have to be prepared to girls.

2- Meeting was done with the manger of girls club in Qena for sending some girls to share in girls day.

3- Making a real arrangement for training courses from DAAD to staff members of SVU (4&5/9/2013) by getting the agreement of our president and preparing the room and break for these two courses but Dr. Mona Eltobgy sent an e.mail for inability to come to Qena during this month due to emergency cases in Egypt.

4- Meeting was done with chief of staff club in SVU for making some steps for building a kindergarten in our university for kids of staff members.

5- Going to some secondary schools in Qena for girls and a meeting was done with the manger of these schools and some teachers and a discussion was made for preparing for girls day.

6- Meeting was done with some staff members who live in Qena for sharing with some ideas for building a kindergarten and asking about their needs for this future kindergarten.

7- Sending the action plan via e.mail for prolongation the project to the end of 2014.

N.B. The total number of hours from activities which done inside & outside Equal Opportunity Center during the period from 1-31 August 2013 are 40 hours.
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